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By Jonathan Deutsch, Rachel D. Saks

University of Nebraska Press, United States, 2009. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 226 x 150 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Many Jewish foods are beloved in American culture.
Everyone eats bagels, and the delicatessen is a ubiquitous institution from Manhattan to Los
Angeles. Jewish American Food Culture offers readers an in-depth look at both well-known and
unfamiliar Jewish dishes and the practices and culture of a diverse group of Americans. This is the
source to consult about what parve on packaging means, the symbolism of particular foods
essential to holiday celebrations, what keeping kosher entails, how meals and food rituals are
approached differently depending on ways of practicing Judaism and the land of one s ancestors,
and much more. Jonathan Deutsch and Rachel D. Saks first provide a historical overview of the
culture and symbolism of Jewish cuisine before explaining the main foods and ingredients of
Jewish American food. Chapters on cooking practices, holiday celebrations, eating out, and diet
and health complete the overview. Twenty-three recipes, a chronology, a glossary, a resource
guide, and a selected bibliography make this an essential one-stop resource for every library.
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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